
Encore is a cloud-based solution providing the tools to help you effectively manage your entire mobile workforce 
from a single command center. Sporting a user-friendly, easy to implement platform, Encore allows your business 
to perform at its optimum level, regardless of your industry. 

Does Your Business Face:
• Managers who struggle because they can’t 

immediately access timesheets, orders or  
other forms?

• Confusion stemming from juggling multiple 
platforms used to track employees and assets?

• Mountains of paperwork resulting in issues like 
illegible handwriting or incorrect data entry?

Key Product Features 
• Timekeeping: Eliminate unnecessary trips back to 

home base and free up more time for your employees to 
get things done. Time, date and location are captured 
and available at any time.

• Dispatching: Make work order information available in 
the blink of an eye via mobile phones or tablet devices. 
Create, send, and manage work orders from the office to 
the field, quickly and efficiently.

• Forms: Replace and enhance your paper forms with 
features like photo capture, built-in calculation tools, and 
emails for instant digital receipts. Customize prebuilt form 
templates to reduce errors and eliminate unnecessary 
printing to save money.

• GPS Tracking: Locate and monitor your fleet vehicles, 
employees, or assets in the blink of an eye. This available 
add-on helps with everything from route optimization to 
driver accountability.

Encore Product Overview

Why Encore?
• Encore can streamline your business practices by 

automating and digitizing your current processes 
to reduce your overall labor expenses.

• Encore can minimize errors and help you 
complete jobs the right way the first time around 
for an improved customer experience. 

• Utilize your smart devices to record what your 
employees work on, where they work, and how 
long they spend working.

• Fleet: Pinpoint your vehicles from any web browser 
with easy to install tracking devices. Potentially minimize 
vehicle loss and theft, since you always know where your 
vehicles are and when they are moving.

• Assets: Manage your assets with alerts and reports 
regarding their movement. GPS motion-based tracking 
technology on flexible and smart, battery operated 
devices helps you keep an eye on the assets and 
equipment you need to move your business forward.

• Manager App: Perform much of the same management 
functions as before, but without the need for a computer. 
Now, when you’re on the road, you can use your mobile 
device to oversee your field workers’ activities, dispatch 
new work orders, and more.
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